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ABSTRACT 

Bioresorbable polymeric materials have risen great interest as implants for bone tissue 

regeneration, since they show substantial advantages with respect to conventional metal devices, 

including biodegradability, flexibility, and the possibility to be easily modified to introduce 

specific functionalities. In the present work, an innovative nanocomposite scaffold, properly 

designed to show biomimetic and osteoinductive properties for potential application in bone tissue 

engineering, was developed. The scaffold is characterized by a multi-layer structure, completely 

different with respect to the so far employed polymeric implants, consisting in a poly(D,L-lactide-

co-glycolide)/polyethylene glycol electrospun nanofibrous mat sandwiched between two hydrogel 

gelatin layers enriched with tantalum nanoparticles (NPs). The composition of the electrospun 

fibers, containing 10 wt% of polyethylene glycol, was selected to ensure a proper integration of 

the fibers in the gel phase, essential to endow the composite with flexibility and to prevent 

delamination between the layers. The scaffold maintained its structural integrity after 6 weeks of 

soaking in physiological solutions, albeit the gelatin phase was partially released. The combined 

use of gelatin, bioresorbable electrospun fibers and tantalum NPs endows the final device with 

biomimetic and osteoinductive properties. Indeed, results of the in vitro tests demonstrate that the 

obtained scaffolds clearly represent a favorable milieu for normal human bone-marrow derived 

mesenchymal stem cells viability and osteoblastic differentiation; moreover, inclusion of tantalum 

NPs in the scaffold improves cell performance with particular regard to early and late markers of 

osteoblastic differentiation. 
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1. Introduction 

Bone injuries can be produced by several pathological conditions, and when they exceed the 

critical size of bone self-healing ability, an external intervention is required to promote bone 

regeneration and to restore normal bone function. The demand of new strategies and advanced 

materials for the healing and regeneration of bone tissue increases year by year, due to the 

population ageing. Devices for bone guided regeneration made of synthetic polymers including 

poly(lactide) (PLA), poly(glycolide) (PGA), and their copolymers poly(lactide-co-glycolide) 

(PLGAs) represent an encouraging solution for bone tissue engineering and bone substitutes and 

their features and requirements have been pointed out in a number of review papers[1- 3]. Good 

biocompatibility, proper mechanical properties, easy processing, suitable degradation rate and 

excellent osteoconductivity are the main characteristics of these classes of polymers.  

The need for innovative devices able to enhance bone tissue regeneration led to the development 

of a new class of resorbable polymeric implants, that allow a better load-sharing between the 

implant and the bone and a greater transfer of load to the healing bone over time during their 

degradation [4,5]. Over the years, polyesters, mainly poly(α-hydroxy acids), like poly(lactic 

acid) (PLA), have been used for the preparation of bioresorbable implants tested in vivo for bone 

fixation and fusion applications [6-8], due to the possibility to be easily engineered to reach the 

desired mechanical properties and to their rather high resistance to hydrolytic degradation. The 

first published work in this frame dates back to 2002 and reported the in vivo testing of 

commercial bioresorbable PDLLA implants, highlighting the lack of complications after a mean 

follow-up of 4.7 months [9]. In 2004, commercial PDLLA implants packed with recombinant 

bone morphogenetic protein rhBMP2 were in vivo tested for single and multiple-level 

transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion procedure over a period of 18 months: an increase of the 
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fusion mass was observed over time, whereas the disc space height remained stable; no 

infections or complications related to the cages were detected [10]. More recently, a study, 

reporting a 5-7 years follow-up of patients treated with bioresorbable screws and plates made out 

of biodegradable copolymers composed of PLLA and PDLA, documented that cervical fusion 

was successfully achieved using these implants and the material brought out to be well tolerated 

by the patients [11]. 

Although the encouraging results, these commercial poly(α-hydroxy acids) scaffolds do not meet 

all the practical requirements coming from the medical field. Indeed, in order to be exploitable in 

the frame of bone tissue engineering, polymeric scaffolds need to show not only primary 

mechanical stability, rapid and high-quality bone ingrowth, modulable resorption rate, but also 

they are demanded to be endowed with osteoinductive properties, which are mandatory to reach 

the complete replacement of the implant with the generated bone tissue [12]. 

Osteoinductivity in polymeric scaffolds can be achieved through the release of bioactive 

compounds like BMP-2, growth factors such as the vascular or the basic fibroblast ones, and 

osteoinductive supplements such as platelets, which represent a valuable source of 

osteoinductive growth factors [13-18]. In addition, osteogenic supplements, including 

dexamethasone, ascorbic acid, vitamin D3, β-glycerol phosphate and l-proline, as the most 

efficient molecules, have been proposed [19].  

In the present work, in order to overcome the limitations of conventional bioresorbable polymeric 

implants, we propose for the first time a multiscale composite material made of a microfibrous mat 

sandwiched in a gelatin hydrogel enriched with well dispersed tantalum NPs as osteoinductive 

component. The novel hybrid scaffold is completely different in terms of structure and materials 

with respect to the so far employed resorbable polymeric implants and presents the flexibility and 
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the osteoinductive properties that are required for application in bone regeneration and treatment 

of bone defects. Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)/polyethylene glycol (PEG) mat were 

employed for electrospun mat production. PLGA (lactide:glycolide ratio 75:25 in mol), one of the 

most popular biodegradable polymers approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration [20], 

was selected for its biocompatibility, mechanical properties, rather high resistance to hydrolytic 

degradation [21,22]; however, due to the poor hydrophilicity of the PLGA electrospun mats, that 

prevents mat inclusion into the hydrogel, blends of PLGA/PEG at different composition were 

tested for the fabrication of the hybrid scaffold. The electrospun mat endows the scaffold with 

flexibility, while the hydrogel layers act as containment for the tantalum particles and as scaffold 

bioactive component. Gelatin was used as bioactive hydrogel material since, differently from 

collagen, it does not express antigenicity and it is completely biodegradable and biocompatible, as 

demonstrated by a wide range of applications in tissue engineering, drug delivery and gene therapy 

[23-28]. Tantalum, in the form of porous implants for orthopedic applications, was demonstrated 

to be bioactive, osteoinductive [29], and able to support the human osteoblast growth and 

differentiation better than titanium implants [30]. Tantalum NPs are currently used as nanoprobes 

for X-ray computed tomography imaging [31] and for drug delivery purposes [32]. However, to 

the best of our knowledge, they have been poorly investigated for bone tissue regeneration and 

only few papers report the combination of a polymeric materials with tantalum NPs [33,34]. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 
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Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide), PLGA, (lactide:glycolide=75:25, Mw=76000-15000 Da, 

RESOMER® RG 756 S, EVONIK); Polyethylene glycol, PEG, (Mw=1500 Da, Sigma Aldrich); 

Type A gelatin (300 Bloom, Sigma Aldrich) from pig skin; Genipin (Wako Chemicals) were 

used. Tantalum NPs (average particle size= 50-80 nm, purity >99%) was supplied by Io.li.tec 

Nanomaterials. Dichloromethane (DCM) and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification.  

2.2 Fabrication of electrospun mats  

PLGA was dissolved in DCM/DMF (70/30 v/v) at a concentration of 20% w/v and stirred for 15 

min at room temperature (RT). PEG was dissolved in double distilled water at a concentration of 

65% w/v and stirred for 15 min at RT. Four distinct solutions, presenting weight ratios 

PLGA/PEG = 100/0, 95/5, 90/10, 80/20, were prepared and electrospun. The electrospinning 

process was carried out through a home-made electrospinning apparatus composed by a high 

voltage power supply (Spellman, SL 50 P 10/CE/230), a syringe pump (KD Scientific 200 

series), a glass syringe containing the polymer solution, a stainless-steel blunt-ended needle 

(inner diameter= 0.5 mm) connected to the power supply and a grounded cylindrical aluminum 

collector (diameter = 5 cm, length= 10 cm, rotation angular speed = 70 rpm). The polymer 

solution was dispensed through a PTFE tube to the needle which was placed at a distance of 20 

cm from the collector. The process was performed at RT and relative humidity of 50%, with a 

solution flow rate of 1.5 mL/h and an applied voltage of 18 kV DC. Mats with a thickness in the 

range 50 – 70 µm were obtained and stored overnight in a desiccator to remove residual solvents.  

2.3 Preparation of the hydrogels 
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Two distinct gelatin-based solutions were considered: (i) “gelatin solution”, containing Type A 

gelatin and genipin, used as crosslinking agent, and (ii) “gelatin-tantalum dispersion”, that, 

besides gelatin and genipin, also contains tantalum NPs. “Gelatin solution” was prepared as 

follows: (i) 2 grams of Type A gelatin were dissolved in double distilled water and kept under 

stirring at 42 °C for 30 min, (ii) 20 mg of genipin (2 wt% with respect to gelatin) were dissolved 

at 42 °C in phosphate-buffer saline (0.1 M, pH 7.4) and stirred for 30 min, (iii) the two solutions 

were mixed and kept under stirring at 42 °C for 25 min. “Gelatin-tantalum dispersion” was 

obtained by: (i) introducing 2 grams of gelatin and tantalum NPs (1 wt% with respect to gelatin), 

previously grinded, in double distilled water and keeping the mixture under stirring at 42 °C for 

30 min, (ii) adding the “genipin solution” to the mixture, (iii) keeping the resulting dispersion 

under stirring at 42 °C for 25 min. 

2.4 Preparation of hydrogel/fibers composite scaffolds 

The procedure for the manufacturing of the PolyGelTa hydrogel/fibers composite scaffold is 

summarized in Fig.1 “Gelatin-tantalum dispersion” at 42 °C (8 mL) was poured in a petri dish 

(inner diameter = 5.4 cm) and kept at 4 °C for 5 min to allow gel formation. Then the electrospun 

sample, cut from the mat in order to have a 5 cm diameter, was placed onto the gelatin layer. 

Additional 8 mL of “gelatin-tantalum dispersion” at 42 °C were poured onto the electrospun mat 

and the obtained material was kept at 4 °C for 24 h. Scaffolds were obtained from solvent casting 

method, after solvent evaporation for 24 h at RT under laminar flow. PolyGel composite 

scaffolds where produced by following the same procedure using the “gelatin solution” in place 

of the “gelatin-tantalum dispersion”. 

2.5 Characterization methods  
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Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the electrospun mats was carried out using a TA 

Instrument TGA Q500 analyzer from RT to 600 °C, with a heating rate of 10 °C/min in N2 

atmosphere. DSC measurements of the electrospun mats were carried out using a TA Instruments 

Q100 DSC apparatus in N2 atmosphere from -90 °C to 120 °C with a heating scan rate of 20 

°C/min; the Tg was taken at half-height of the glass transition heat capacity step in the second 

heating scan.  

The morphology of the electrospun fibers and hydrogel/fibers composite scaffolds was 

investigated through a Philips XL20 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM); samples were 

sputter-coated with gold prior to examination and the distribution of fiber diameters was 

determined through the measurement of about 250 fibers by means of image analysis software 

(ImageJ). Energy Dispersion X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) of the hydrogel/fibers composite 

scaffolds was carried out by Inca X-sight SEM microscope at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV 

on Au coated samples; all the spectra were acquired by INCA software. Atomic Force 

Microscopy was performed to analyze the topography of the hydrogel/fibers composite scaffolds 

through a Park NX10 system equipped with PPP-NCHR tips (Nanosensors) and operating in 

non-contact mode.  

Micro Computed Tomography analysis was carried out using the high-resolution 

microtomograph Skyscan 1172 (Bruker-MicroCT, Belgium) scanner applying a voltage of 60 kV 

and a current of 170 μA to the X-ray source. The samples were rotated 180° following 0.3° 

rotation steps. The scan images obtained, 2096 X 4000 pixels with a nominal resolution of 3.5 

μm (pixel size), were then reconstructed with the NRecon program (version 1.7.1.6, Bruker) to 

obtain the microtomographic sections (4000 X 4000 pixels, maintaining the relative pixel size). 

For the reconstructions ring artefact reduction and beam hardening correction were used in 
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addition to the specific alignment relative to each individual scan. Using the reconstruction 

images, a 3D model was created with CTVox (Bruker microCT, Belgium) applying different 

thresholding to highlight the component materials according to their degree of X-ray absorption.  

2.6 Determination of swelling degree and gelatin release.  

The degree of swelling was measured after immersing the composite scaffolds in phosphate 

buffer (PB, 0.1 M, pH 7.4) for periods of time ranging from 1 min to 300 min. Wet samples were 

wiped with filter paper to remove excess liquid. The swelling was calculated according to 

Equation 1. 

𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 (%) =
𝑤𝑤−𝑤𝑑

𝑤𝑑
. 100                                                                                          (1) 

Where ww and wd are the weights of the wet and air-dried samples, respectively. For the gelatin 

release determination, 100 mg of the composite scaffolds were immersed in 5 mL of PB at 37 °C. 

For each time point (from 1 h to 43 days), PB was removed and replaced with fresh solution, 200 

µL of the extracted solution were collected, incubated at 40 °C for 30 min and analyzed by 

means of a reaction with a bicinchoninic acid- copper (II) complex as previously described 

[26,28,35]. The concentration of released gelatin was determined at 562 nm by means of a Cary 

1E Varian spectrophotometer through comparison with a calibration curve [36]. Each analysis 

was carried out in triplicate. The calibration curve was prepared by proper dilutions of a freshly 

prepared gelatin solution. The gelatin concentration was in the range 0.01 - 0.05 mg/mL. 

2.7 In vitro test. 

To assess the biological safety of the material, the first evaluation was a cytotoxicity test, 

performed by direct contact between the experimental materials and human osteoblast like cells 
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at short experimental time (72 h). Positive and negative controls were used. After assessment of 

negative cytotoxicity, an in vitro model for bioactivity was performed culturing human 

mesenchymal stem cells on biomaterials up to 14 days. 

Cytotoxicity test: Human osteoblast-like cells MG63 (OB, Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale 

IZSBS, Brescia, Italy) were cultured in DMEM medium (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium, 

Sigma, UK) supplemented with 10% FCS, and antibiotics (100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL 

streptomycin). Cells were detached from culture flasks by trypsinization, and cell number and 

viability were checked by trypan blue dye exclusion test. OB cells were plated at a density of 

3x104 cells/mL in 24-well plates containing six sterile samples of PolyGel, and PolyGelTa. The 

same number of wells for negative (CTR–, DMEM only) and positive (CTR+, DMEM + 0.05% 

phenol solution) controls were also prepared. Plates were cultured in standard conditions, at 37 ± 

0.5 °C with 95% humidity and 5% ± 0.2 CO2 up to 72 h. The quantitative evaluation of 

cytotoxicity was performed by measuring cell viability, and lactate dehydrogenase enzyme 

(LDH) release. Cell viability at 72 h was assessed by WST1 (WST1, Roche Diagnostics GmbH, 

Manheim, Germany) colorimetric reagent test. The assay is based on the reduction of tetrazolium 

salt into a soluble formazan salt by a reductase of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, active only 

in viable cells. 100 µl of WST1 solution and 900 µl of medium (final dilution: 1:10) were added 

to the cell monolayer, and the multi-well plates were incubated at 37 °C for a further 4 h. 

Supernatants were quantified spectrophotometrically at 450 nm with a reference wavelength of 

625 nm. Results of WST1 are reported as optical density (OD) and directly correlated with the 

cell number. Proliferation percent relative to CTR− at 24 h are also reported. At the end of 

experimental times the supernatant was collected from all wells and centrifuged to remove 
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particulates, if any, for LDH measure (LDH enzyme-kinetic test, Roche, D) according to 

manufacture instruction.  

Bioactivity test - in vitro model: Normal human bone-marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells 

(hMSC, ATCC, VA, USA) at passage 2 were expanded in MSCBM (basal medium added with 

growth kit, ATCC). After a passage, cells were counted and seeded at concentration of 3x104 

cells/mL in 24-well plates containing sterile samples of PolyGel, and PolyGelTa. The same 

number of wells were prepared for differentiated (CTRd) and undifferentiated (CTRnd) controls. 

Osteogenic differentiation medium was added to PolyGel, PolyGelTa and CTRd wells; fresh 

basal medium was used for CTRnd wells. Culture plates were maintained in standard conditions 

up to 14 days. 

Bioactivity tests - cells viability and morphology: Evaluations were carried up at 3, 7, 10, and 14 

days to assess cell viability and activity of hMSC on biomaterials and CTRs. Viability was 

measured by WST1 test and cells morphology was observed by Live/Dead® assay A qualitative 

analysis for cell morphology was performed by Live/Dead® assay (Molecular Probes, Eugene, 

OR, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were visualized using an 

inverted microscope equipped with an epifluorescence setup (Eclipse TiU, NIKON Europe BV, 

NITAL SpA, Milan, Italy): excitation/emission setting of 488/530 nm to detect green 

fluorescence (live cells) and 530/580 nm to detect red fluorescence (dead cells). Alizarin Red 

staining was used to assess mineralization. 

Bioactivity tests - gene expression: Bioactivity was studied by evaluating gene expression of the 

most common markers of osteoblastic differentiation on all groups. Total RNA was extracted 

from all samples at each experimental time using PureLink RNA Mini Kit (Life Technologies, 
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Carlsbad, CA, USA) and reverse transcribed with SuperScriptVILO cDNA Synthesis Kit (Life 

Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA), following the manufacturer instructions. Semi-quantitative 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis was performed for each sample in duplicate in a 

LightCycler 2.0 Instrument (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Man-heim, Germany) using QuantiTect 

SYBR Green PCR Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and gene-specific primers (Table S2). After 

melting curve analysis, to check for amplicon specificity, the threshold cycle was determined for 

each sample and relative gene expression was calculated using the 2-DDCt method. For each 

gene, expression levels were normalized to GAPDH (Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase) using undifferentiated cells (CTRnd) for each experimental time as calibrators. 

Statistical analysis: Statistical evaluation of data was performed using the software package 

SPSS/PC+ Statistics TM 23.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL USA). The results presented are the mean 

of six independent values. Data are reported as mean ± standard deviations (SD) at a significance 

level of p<0.05. After having verified not normal distribution and homogeneity of variance, non-

parametric tests were applied to detect significant differences among groups. 

 

3 Results and discussion 

The rationale of this work was to prepare innovative resorbable polymeric scaffolds potentially 

suitable in the framework of bone tissue regeneration. The scaffolds were obtained by combining 

the flexibility and hydrolytic resistance of PLGA electrospun mat with the biomimetic properties 

of gelatin crosslinked with genipin and the excellent bioactivity and osteoinductive properties of 

tantalum [29,30]. The composite scaffolds were composed by two external layers of gelatin 

hydrogel crosslinked with genipin and filled with tantalum NPs and an inner layer of PLGA 
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electrospun fibers, acting as reinforcing component (Fig. 1c) and are indicated as PolyGelTa. 

Identical scaffolds, with the same geometry but without tantalum NPs were also prepared 

(PolyGel). The preparation of the composite scaffolds was carried out according to the procedure 

reported in the Experimental Section. Briefly, it consisted in (i) placing the electrospun mat on 

the surface of a hydrogel layer obtained from a gelatin/genipin solution containing tantalum NPs 

(gelatin-tantalum dispersion), (ii) pouring a second layer of gelatin-tantalum dispersion at 42 °C 

on the electrospun mat, (iii) storing the obtained material at 4 °C for 24 h (Fig. 1a and b). The 

same procedure was followed to prepare PolyGel composite scaffolds. The obtained scaffolds 

showed high flexibility and they were easy to handle and to bend (see Video S1, Supporting 

Information). 

  

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the procedure for the fabrication of PolyGelTa hydrogel/fibers 

composite scaffold. (a) The gelatin-tantalum dispersion was stirred at 42 °C and 350 rpm; (b) 8 

mL of the solution were poured in a petri dish, electrospun sample was placed onto the surface of 
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the solidified gelatin-based hydrogel and additional 8 mL of gelatin-tantalum dispersion at 42 °C 

were poured on the upper surface of the electrospun mat; (c) schematic structure of the final 

PolyGelTa scaffold. 

For the preparation of the above composites, PLGA with lactide/glycolide molar ratio of 75/25 

(PLGA 75:25) was selected on the basis of previous results on polymer degradation in 

physiological solution [21,22,37]. Due to the combination of the intrinsic hydrophobicity of the 

copolymer and thinly porous structure of the mat [38], PLGA 75:25 fibers are poorly wetted by 

water (Fig. S1A), thus hindering a good impregnation with the gelatin-based hydrogel, 

mandatory for achieving composite scaffolds with a good cohesion between layers. The design 

of composite scaffold formulation, therefore, required a preliminary optimization of fiber 

formulation by adding PEG to PLGA. Four distinct polymeric blend solutions, presenting weight 

ratios PLGA/PEG = 100/0, 95/5, 90/10, 80/20, were thus prepared and tested for electrospun mat 

preparation. As expected, the obtained mats, labelled PLGA/PEG0, PLGA/PEG5, PLGA/PEG10 

and PLGA/PEG20, respectively, display a growing wettability with the increase in PEG content 

(Fig. S1), with the PLGA/PEG10 and PLGA/PEG20 being the more suitable formulations for 

ensuring a proper wettability during composite scaffold preparation.  

The morphological analysis of the electrospun mats (Fig. 2a-d) revealed that the presence of 

PEG, at a concentration of 5%, 10% and 20% (w/w), did not significantly affect the fiber 

diameters ((0.91 ± 0.16) µm for PLGA/PEG0, (1.16 ± 0.22) µm for PLGA/PEG5, (1.28 ± 0.21) 

µm for PLGA/PEG10, (1.32 ± 0.20) µm for PLGA/PEG20), and all the mats showed a porous 

structure as well as smooth and bead free randomly oriented fibers. The presence of PEG is 

further confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Fig. 2e and Fig. S2), that enables to 

quantify the amount of PEG from the weight change at about 350°C, ascribable to PEG chain 
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degradation: 13 wt% for PLGA/PEG20, 7 wt% for PLGA/PEG10 and 4 wt% for PLGA/PEG5, 

rather close to the feed ones. 

Beside wettability, polymer glass transition temperature (Tg) was the other fundamental property 

to be considered for successfully preparing our composite scaffolds. Indeed, to preserve the 

fibrous morphology during the scaffolds fabrication procedure the fibrous mat must thermally 

resist to the contact with the gelatin/genipin solution kept at 42°C. On this basis, results of 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) analysis (Fig. 2f and Table S1) led to exclude 

PLGA/PEG20 as possible formulation for the scaffold production: the presence of PEG, that acts 

as plasticizer for PLGA, causes a dramatic decrease of Tg from 53°C (Tg of PLGA/PEG0) to 

26°C (Tg of PLGA/PEG20). Conversely, both PLGA/PEG5 and PLGA/PEG10 with Tg of 43°C 

and 40°C, respectively, turned out to be suitable for the composite scaffolds production.  

 

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of the electrospun mats: (a) PLGA/PEG0, (b) PLGA/PEG5, (c) 

PLGA/PEG10, (d) PLGA/PEG20 (scale bar = 10 µm). (e) TGA curves, and (f) DSC curves: 
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PLGA (green solid line), PLGA/PEG5 (black broken dashed line), PLGA/PEG10 (red short 

dashed line), PLGA/PEG20 (blue long dashed line). 

Nevertheless, due to the poor wettability of PLGA/PEG5 (Fig. S1b), PLGA/PEG10 was selected 

for the preparation of the hydrogel/fibers composite scaffolds. The amount of PEG in 

PLGA/PEG10 endowed the mats with hydrophilic properties and enabled its excellent 

impregnation with the gelatin-based hydrogel, as confirmed by the SEM cross-sectional view of 

PolyGelTa in Fig. 3a-b, where it is evident that the hydrogel completely fills the pores of the 

PLGA/PEG10 mat without affecting the fibrous texture. Conversely, the cross-sectional view of 

PolyGelTa fabricated by using PLGA/PEG0 fibers, showed the poor impregnation of the mat by 

the hydrogel (Fig. 3c-d), thus confirming our findings. 

The tomographic analysis (Fig. 3e-g) highlighted the presence of well dispersed tantalum NPs 

(red spots) throughout the thickness of both the hydrogel layers of PolyGelTa and at the surface 

(Fig.3e-f and Fig. S3), and the lack of relevant aggregates in agreement with the chemical 

characterization performed through EDS (Fig. S4). Moreover, the analysis of the distribution of 

the nanoparticles along the thickness of the hydrogel layers documented that they are well 

distributed, highlighting the hydrogel’s effectiveness to prevent their aggregation (Fig. S5). This 

result can be interpreted considering a stabilization of tantalum NPs by means of gelatin chains 

due to electrostatic interactions. In fact, Type A gelatin used in this work has an isoelectric pH of 

8.4, meaning that the biopolymer is positively charged under the composite preparation 

conditions (measured pH= 7.2) while tantalum NPs might be negatively charged at this pH value, 

as suggested in literature [39]. Rapid gelation of the hydrogel further stabilizes the nanoparticles 

dispersion, thus preventing aggregation phenomena, which is one of the main issues to be 

considered during the preparation process of nanocomposite hydrogels [40, 41] The findings on 
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homogeneous tantalum NPs dispersion were further confirmed by the topographic 

characterization of the composite surfaces by means of atomic force microscopy (Fig. 3h-i); 

indeed, a significant higher roughness, ascribable to the presence of tantalum NPs, was observed 

for PolyGelTa compared with PolyGel, thus allowing to exclude the presence of aggregates, 

typical of the as supplied tantalum NPs (Fig. S6). Roughness has been documented to 

significantly affect cell behavior and performance [42]: cells preferentially adhere, spread, 

migrate, and proliferate on rough surfaces than on smooth ones [43,44]. In light of this aspect, 

composite scaffolds containing tantalum NPs should represent a better milieu for bone cell 

residence and function as well as for the bone matrix formation [45].   
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Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of hydrogel/fibers composite scaffolds of PolyGelTa fabricated by 

using (a-b) PLGA/PEG10 mat, and (c-d) PLGA/PEG0. Scale bars: (a-c) 20 µm, (b-d) 5 µm. µCT 

imaging of PolyGelTa: surface and cross-section view showing: (e) tantalum NPs in red and 

polymeric fibers in blue; (f) magnification of a portion of surface area, and (g) reconstruction of 

the electrospun mat included between the hydrogel layers. Atomic force microscope analysis of 

the surface of (h) PolyGel, and (i) PolyGelTa. Video of µCT is available in Video S2, 

Supporting Information. 
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PolyGel and PolyGelTa swelled in phosphate buffer (PB) neither breaking nor splitting. As 

reported in Fig. 4a, the swelling degree of both scaffolds quickly increased during the first 

60 min of immersion in PB to around 160% and 170% for PolyGel and PolyGelTa, respectively, 

whereas the successive increase with time turned out to be rather modest. Both the scaffolds, 

after 300 min of immersion, showed a comparable swelling degree, increasing their weight up to 

around 250%. Concerning the gelatin release, shown in Fig. 4b, no significant differences were 

detected among PolyGel and PolyGelTa for all the immersion times in PB: after 14 days of 

immersion, a small weight loss (around the 10%) was observed; on increasing the immersion 

time the weight loss significantly increased, reaching values around 30-40% after 43 days of 

immersion. This weight loss can be primarily ascribed to a progressive release of gelatin from 

the gel component, while a significant PEG release from the fibrous component can be excluded 

from the results of TGA analysis carried out on PLGA/PEG10 mat after 7 days of immersion in 

PB (Fig. S7). The mat did not show significant variations of the composition with respect to the 

as-spun mat, although a very modest dissolution of PEG with the increase of the soaking time up 

to 14 days can be noticed. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Swelling, and (b) gelatin release curves of PolyGel and PolyGelTa in PB. 

Since the new composite scaffold has been designed for bone tissue contact, MG63 osteoblast-

like cell line was used for the cytotoxicity test. The quantitative evaluation of cytotoxicity was 

performed by measuring cell viability and lactate dehydrogenase enzyme (LDH) release. Cell 

viability is considered a fundamental parameter of evaluation, as reduction of viability by more 

than 30% is considered a cytotoxic effect. Results of cell viability after 3 days of culture (Fig. 5) 

showed values for PolyGel and PolyGelTa not different from CTR-. CTR+ was significantly 

lower than all other groups.  

LDH dosage is an indirect parameter of cytotoxicity, because its release is due to a damage of 

cell membranes. LDH measure (Fig. 5b) was in line with cell viability, showing low 

concentration of LDH in cell culture in PolyGel, PolyGelTa and CTR- groups, significantly 

different from high values of CTR+ (Pearson inverse correlation WST1/LDH -0.969, p<0.005).  
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Fig. 5. Cytotoxicity test after 3 days of culture. (a) Cell viability by WST1 test (red line 

representing 70% cell viability, reference limit for cytotoxicity), and (b) LDH measure. 

***CTR+ versus PolyGel, PolyGelTa, CTR- (p<0.0005). 

 

To investigate the capability of PolyGel and PolyGelTa to act as support for cell growth and for 

maintenance of differentiation, bone-marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) were 

chosen after verifying their ability to differentiate toward osteoblastic lineage. Cells culture in 
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basic and differentiating medium were compared for cell viability, and ability to mineralize, by 

means of Live&Dead, and Alizarin red staining, respectively (Fig. 6a-b). Live&Dead fluorescent 

staining is useful to observe cell morphology, attachment, and scaffold colonization. hMSC 

showed regular morphology in both conditions: cells had well defined shapes and were spread 

onto the surface. Differences in shapes and orientation are notable between differentiated and 

undifferentiated cells. Alizarin red staining, that is used to evaluate calcium deposition, 

confirmed osteoblastic differentiation showing many foci of mineralization, that were already 

present after 1 week and were well evident after 2 weeks of culture. 
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Fig. 6. hMSC differentiated and undifferentiated control cultures (CTRd and CTRnd 

respectively). (a) Live&Dead fluorescent staining (10x), scale bar = 100 µm; (b) Alizarin Red 

staining (4x), scale bar = 500 µm. Both staining demonstrated the differences between 

differentiated and not differentiated cells, as shape and orientation (a), and calcium deposition 

(b). 

In order to investigate the potential of the scaffolds in inducing and supporting a fast cell 

colonization, viability and bioactivity of hMSC cultured on PolyGel and PolyGelTa were 
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evaluated at 3, 7, 10 and 14 days of culture. Results were compared with differentiated (CTRd) 

and undifferentiated (CTRnd) cultures. hMSC grown on biomaterials showed a lower 

proliferation when compared to CTRd (PolyGel at each experimental time, PolyGelTa at 3, 10 

and 14 days), but the percentage of viability was always over 70%, confirming the absence of 

cytotoxicity (Fig. 7a). Live&Dead staining as well demonstrated that hMSC adhered and grew 

onto PolyGel and PolyGelTa samples, showing regular morphology and full colonization of 

biomaterial surface (Fig. 7b). Images are consistent with WST1 values. SEM analysis performed 

onto PolyGelTa after cell colonization confirmed these results (Fig. S8). 
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Fig. 7. hMSC cultured on PolyGel and PolyGelTa and CTRs at 3, 7 10, 14 days of culture. (a) 

Cells viability by WST1 test; (b) Live&Dead fluorescent staining of cells grown on biomaterials: 

hMSC cultured onto PolyGel (upper row) and PolyGelTa (lower row) at the same experimental 

points; scale bar = 100 µm (10x). Statistical analysis is reported in the figure (*p<0.05, 

**p<0.005). 3days: **CTRd, CTRnd vs PolyGel, PolyGelTa; **CTRd vs CTRnd. 7 days: 

**PolyGel vs PolyGelTa, CTRd, CTRnd; **CTRnd vs PolyGelTa, CTRd; 10days: *PolyGelTa 

vs PolyGel;**CTRd vs PolyGel, PolyGelTa, CTRnd; **CTRnd vs PolyGel, PolyGelTa. 14days: 

**PolyGel, CTRnd vs PolyGelTa; **CTRd vs PolyGel, PolyGelTa, CTRnd. 

Common marker genes of osteoblasts for osteogenic differentiation or involved in the 

differentiating process were evaluated at 3, 7, 10, and 14 days, in biomaterials and controls, to 

assess if hMSC cultured on PolyGel and PolyGelTa were active and maintained the inducted 

differentiation (Fig. 8a-b). RUNX2 and CtSP7/Osterix were chosen as gene expression of 

mesenchymal stem cell differentiation toward osteoblastic lineage. They are key transcription 

factors that play a role in early and late osteoblastic differentiation, respectively. In particular, 

RUNX2 is responsible for inducing hMSC to differentiate into osteoblastic cells. CtSP7/Osterix 

acts subsequently for maintaining a mature state of cells and its activation favors healing fracture 

or implant osteointegration. ALPL, COL1A1 and BGLAP represent the typical product of 

activity of differentiated osteoblast, namely alkaline phosphatase, collagen type I and 

Osteocalcin, that contribute to extracellular matrix deposition and to tissue mineralization. 

The comparison between CTRnd and CTRd demonstrated that hMSC were able to differentiate 

when cultured in the appropriate conditions: results of all studied parameters at all experimental 

time of CTRd were higher and significantly different from CTRnd (Fig. 8a), apart from transient 

lower values of BGLAP and CtSP7 at 7 days. Results of PolyGel, PolyGelTa and CTRd at 7 and 
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14 days of culture were reported in Fig. 8b in function of CTRnd, considered as 1. These results 

were particularly significant because they showed that all gene expressions observed were highly 

enhanced by the culture with PolyGel. Moreover, the presence of tantalum positively influenced 

cell behavior: hMSC cultured on PolyGel and PolyGelTa were strongly activated in the early 

stage of cell differentiation, as showed by very high expression of ALPL and RUNX2. Collagen 

type I and Osteocalcin genes were also greatly stimulated, showing that the cells expressed the 

typical markers of differentiated osteoblasts, with production of Osteocalcin and deposition of 

collagen for the formation of the extracellular matrix. At 14 days CtSP7 was particularly 

enhanced, confirming the maintenance of osteoblastic phenotype. 
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Fig. 8. Gene expression of main markers of osteoblast differentiation in (a) undifferentiated 

(CTRnd) and differentiated (CTRd) hMSC control cultures from 3 to 14 days of culture, and (b) 

in biomaterials compared to CTRd at 7 and 14 days of culture. All results were normalized to 

CTRnd.  Statistical analysis is reported in the figure (*p<0.05). a) *CRTd vs CTRnd. b) ALPL, 

BGLAP, RUNX2, CtSP7: 7, 14 days *PolyGelTa vs PolyGel, CTRd; *PolyGel vs CTRd. 

COL1A1: 7 days *PolyGel, PolyGelTa vs CTRd; 14 days *PolyGelTa vs PolyGel, CTRd. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, an innovative hydrogel/fibers nanocomposite scaffold showing interesting 

properties for application in bone tissue regeneration, such as flexibility, biodegradability, 

biocompatibility, biomimetics and osteoinduction, is developed. The scaffolds were obtained by 

placing an electrospun mat, obtained from a blend solutions of PLGA:PEG=90:10 w/w, between 

two gelatin-based hydrogel containing tantalum NPs as osteoinductive component. The materials 

characterization highlighted that the fibrous mat was well impregnated by the hydrogel and the 

presence of the tantalum NPs led to a significant increase of the scaffold surface roughness, due 

to the presence of dispersed particles and aggregates, that was previously reported to have a 

positive effect on cell adhesion, migration and proliferation. Scaffolds are able to maintain their 

layered structure over time: in fact, no delamination between the fibrous mat and the gelatin 

hydrogels was observed after six weeks in physiological conditions. Cytotoxicity evaluation 

demonstrated that both PolyGel and PolyGelTa allow cell viability and spreading, and hMSC 

were used to evaluate the potential of scaffold to stimulate their differentiation toward the 

osteoblastic lineage. All results of in vitro study clearly demonstrated that PolyGel is an 
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appropriate substrate to support hMSC viability and osteoblastic differentiation and that the 

addition of tantalum enhances cell performances. The proposed layered scaffold, obtained from 

bioresorbable polymeric materials, represents a promising approach for the treatment of bone 

defects, due to its versatility in functional properties and its capability to overcome the typical 

issues of conventional metal devices, such as non-degradability and remarkably different 

mechanical properties with respect to the bone. 
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